
EVENT RULES & OBSTACLE LIST



Summary

This document covers the listed obstacles and event specific rules for the British OCR 
Junior Championship competitive wave hosted by the Swanbourne Endeavour on 
October 23rd, 2022. Each obstacle lists any associated penalties or if the obstacle is 
mandatory. It is the responsibility of junior athletes and parents to ensure junior athletes 
are aware of these rules. The intent is have a fair, competitive race, while still allowing 
junior athletes to have fun and enjoy obstacle racing.

Further rules are listed in British Obstacle Sports Rulebook that is followed for all 
competitive runners and specifically sections:

Section 3: Conduct of Athletes
Section 5: Uniform

We appreciate feedback on our rulebook via rules@ukosf.org. If you have any pre-event 
questions please contact British Obstacle Sports via social media or email.

The Head Official at the British OCR Junior Championship is Jo Dulson-Cox.

 Download British Obstacle Sports Rulebook
Hosted by

mailto:rules@ukosf.org
https://ukosf.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/UKOSF-2022-Rulebook-V1.pdf


Event Specific Rules

1. Technical Officials will be able to explain the rules of an obstacle to a junior athlete upon 
request and will advise them if a penalty is required due to failing an obstacle.

2. All junior athletes must wear the provided race number bib.
3. There should be no practice on the Championship obstacles before the event.
4. Junior athletes may retry an obstacle, but they must start behind any approaching junior 

athlete (if any) before restarting.
5. Support of the children competing is encouraged, but any negative behaviour towards 

Technical Officials, marshals, other supporters, or another junior athlete may result in a 
disqualification of the junior athlete associated with the supporter.

6. Pacing and coaching of junior athletes is not allowed. We want to give the children the 
opportunity to learn, and also not give one child an unfair advantage over another. A warning 
will be given to any parents/supporters who are seen to be in violation of this rule. Further 
violations may result in disqualification for the junior athlete.

7. In junior races clothing and nutrition may be given or taken from junior athletes when 
competing by coaches or supporters without penalisation.

8. Supporters  may follow junior athletes on the course, although the best area for viewing will 
be near the event village in the Trafalgar Zone. However, supporters  must not run alongside 
the junior athlete on the course or obstruct other junior athletes/Technical Officials.

9. The Swanbourne Endeavour  and British Obstacle Sports may remove a junior athlete from 
the course if we foresee it is not safe for the junior athlete to continue. 
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Event Specific Rules

10. Junior athletes are not permitted to use chalk or grip aids at any stage of the race.
11. Help from other junior athletes is allowed as long as they are not committing an obstacle 

penalty as a result e.g. you can help someone over a wall, but you can’t carry someone 
across a set of monkey bars or provide them balance on a balance beam if not on the 
beam yourself.

12. Technical Officials or supporters cannot help a junior athlete unless it is for their safety.
13. Junior athletes who would like to appeal a decision against them should, with their 

parent/guardian(s), raise a complaint at the finish line to the Head Official within 15 
minutes of finishing their race.

14. Junior athletes who would like to raise a complaint against a decision against another 
junior athlete should, with their parent/guardian(s), raise the complaint to the Head 
Official within 1 hour of the incident taking place or within 15 minutes of finishing their 
race.

Hosted by



Penalties

We intend for the British OCR Junior Championships to be a fun experience for the junior 
athletes. They will be encouraged to attempt all the obstacles, but if for any reason they fail 
them or can not complete there are options to continue around the course by taking a penalty. 
These are detailed in the rules of each obstacle, and will be explained if an obstacle is failed or 
cannot be completed. The penalties fall into three categories:

1. A penalty loop with running, and potentially crawling and carrying of an object. This 
penalty is usually used on the most failable obstacles. Junior athletes should follow 
the flags, run around the pole, and return to the obstacle to continue (see photo).

2. A timed standing jumping jacks/star jumps penalty. 
a. These obstacles are very achievable, but in case a junior athlete does not want 

to complete them or cannot complete them there is an option 
to proceed.

b. Form and speed is not essential, but the junior athlete should keep 
jumping/moving for the required time (e.g. 30 seconds, two minutes etc.)

3. A 30 minute penalty added to results if a mandatory obstacle cannot be completed. 
All mandatory obstacles are all achievable (crawl, basic climb etc.), but if for whatever 
reason a junior athlete cannot complete them then we wanted to ensure that they will 
still be in the final results. Note if this rule is used to ‘game’ the system to place higher 
it would be considered a disqualification. 



Obstacle List*

1. Bale Jump
2. Stuck in the Mud
3. Bale Jumps
4. Pond Crossing 
5. The P.T Barn Balance Beams
6. Keel Haul
7. Bale Climb
8. Double Dip
9. Bale Squeeze

10. Damned Hollanders Swamp (14-17 only)
11. Barbed Wire Crawl (14-17 only)
12. Quagmire Ditch (14-17 only)
13. The Rumble Fitness Tyre Carry
14. Stream Run
15. The Rumble Fitness Balance Beams
16. The Rumble Fitness Tyre Drag
17. The FitIQ Escalating Steps
18. Volcano Hills (14-17 only)
19. Sunken Pipes & Pond (14-17 only)
20. Chinook Net
21. The Rumble Fitness Multi Rig
22. Swimzi Slide (14-17 only)

23. Ditch Run
24. The Rumble Fitness Ladder Wall
25. The Overload Run Spider’s Web
26. The P.T Barn Low Rig 
27. The P.T Barn 3ft Wall
28. Muddy Ditch
29. Bale Squeeze
30. The Spartan Kids Multi Rig
31. The FitIQ Vault
32. The FitIQ 3ft Wall
33. The FitIQ Vault
34. Wire Crawl (14-17 only)
35. Pipe Crawl & Tunnel
36. Trench Foot
37. Timber Ladder Frame
38. Cargo Crawl
39. Flooded Pipe Crawl
40. Fire Jump
41. Net Crawl (14-17 only)
42. Torture Chamber (14-17 only)
43. Bale Pyramid
44. Bale & Wall Climb Trafalgar Zone

* Obstacle order subject to 
last minute changes.

Key:



POC: Agility
SOC: Speed, coordination  

Start: Climbing onto the obstacle
Finish: Climbing off the other side of the obstacle

Aspects of successful completion:
● Climbing from one side of the obstacle to the other.

What constitutes failure:
● Not going over the obstacle (e.g. around the side).

Penalty for failure: 
● N/A - mandatory obstacle (retries allowed).

Bale Jump



POC: Agility
SOC: Coordination

Start: On one side of the ditch.
Finish: On the other side of the ditch.

Aspects of successful completion:
● Walk/run through the muddy ditch.

What constitutes failure:
● Not going through the ditch.

Penalty for failure: 
● N/A - mandatory obstacle (retries allowed).

Stuck in the Mud



POC: Agility
SOC: Speed, coordination  

Start: Climbing onto the first bale jump.
Finish: Climbing over the other side of the second bale jump.

Aspects of successful completion:
● Climbing from one side of the obstacle to the other.
● Going over both bale jumps.

What constitutes failure:
● Not going over the obstacle (e.g. around the side).

Penalty for failure: 
● N/A - mandatory obstacle (retries allowed).

Bale Jumps



POC: Agility
SOC: Psychological

Start: On one side of the pond.
Finish: On the other side of the pond.

Aspects of successful completion:
● Wade through the pond from one end to the other.

What constitutes failure:
● Not going through the pond.

Penalty for failure: 
● Jumping jacks penalty for two minutes if unable to complete. 

Pond Crossing



POC: Balance
SOC: Agility, coordination

Start: When both feet leave the ground.
Finish: When crossing the end of the obstacle

Aspects of successful completion:
● Walking/running across beam without touching the ground and 

placing both feet beyond the obstacle.

What constitutes failure:
● Stepping back after starting the obstacle.
● Falling off the balance beam or stepping down.
● Not crossing the end of the obstacle / marked line (if present).

Penalty for failure: 
● Retries allowed.
● Jumping jacks penalty for 30 seconds if unable to complete. 

The P.T Barn Balance Beams



POC: Agility
SOC: Psychological

Start: By climbing over a straw bale on side of the pond
Finish: On the other side of the pond

Aspects of successful completion:
● Climb over straw bale and wade through the pond going under 

the telegraph poles in the pond before wading out the other 
side.

What constitutes failure:
● Not going through the pond or under the poles

Penalty for failure: 
● Retries allowed.
● Jumping jacks penalty for two minutes if unable to complete. 

Keel Haul



POC: Agility
SOC: Coordination   

Start: From one side of the bales.
Finish: On the other side of the bales.

Aspects of successful completion:
● Climb over the bale pyramid.

What constitutes failure:
● Not going over all of the bales.
● Skirting around the obstacle.

Penalty for failure: 
● N/A - mandatory obstacle (retries allowed).

Bale Climb



POC: Agility
SOC: Psychological

Start: On one side of the pond
Finish: On the other side of the pond

Aspects of successful completion:
● Wade into the water and go under the telegraph poles in the 

second lane before wading out the other side.

What constitutes failure:
● Not going through the pond or under the poles

Penalty for failure: 
● Retries allowed.
● Jumping jacks penalty for two minutes if unable to complete. 

Double Dip



POC: Agility
SOC: Coordination   

Start: From on one side of the bales.
Finish: On the other side of the bales.

Aspects of successful completion:
● Crawling through the hole in between the bales and out the 

other side.

What constitutes failure:
● Not going through the obstacle.

Penalty for failure: 
● N/A - mandatory obstacle (retries allowed)

Bale Crawl 



POC: Agility

Start: At the beginning of the obstacle by crawling underneath.
Finish: By leaving the obstacle from under the wire.

Aspects of successful completion:
● Crawling the full length underneath the wire.

What constitutes failure:
● Not completing the full length of the crawl.

Penalty for failure: 
● N/A - mandatory obstacle (retries allowed).

Barbed Wire Crawl (AG14-17 only)



POC: Agility
SOC: Psychological

Start: On one side of the pond.
Finish: On the other side of the pond.

Aspects of successful completion:
● Wade through the pond of water and very sticky mud.

What constitutes failure:
● Not going through the pond (skirting the obstacle).
● Not following the course directions/tape.

Penalty for failure: 
● N/A - mandatory obstacle (retries allowed).

Damned Hollanders Pond (14-17 only)



POC: Agility
SOC: Psychological

Start: On one side of the swamp.
Finish: On the other side of the swamp.

Aspects of successful completion:
● Wade through the swamp ditch of very sticky mud.

What constitutes failure:
● Not going through the ditch (skirting the obstacle).
● Not following the course directions/tape.

Penalty for failure: 
● N/A - mandatory obstacle (retries allowed).

Quagmire Ditch (14-17 only)



POC: Strength

Start: Pick up tyre 
Finish: Return the tyre 

Aspects of successful completion:
● Pick up the tyre and carry it the marked route,

What constitutes failure:
● Not carrying, moving the tyre along the route.
● Not returning the tyre.

Penalty for failure: 
● N/A - Mandatory Obstacle. Retries are allowed.

The Rumble Fitness Stream Tyre Carry

Note they tyre carry no longer goes 
through the stream.



POC: Agility
SOC: Strength, psychological

Start: By entering the stream at the designated entrance
Finish: By leaving the steam and the designated exit

Aspects of successful completion:
● Enter the stream and follow the route until exiting 

What constitutes failure:
● Not going through the stream.

Penalty for failure: 
● Jumping jacks penalty for two minutes if unable to complete.

Stream Run



POC: Balance
SOC: Agility, coordination

Start: When both feet leave the ground.
Finish: When crossing the end of the obstacle

Aspects of successful completion:
● Walking/running across beam without touching the ground 

and placing both feet beyond the obstacle.

What constitutes failure:
● Stepping back after starting the obstacle.
● Falling off the balance beam or stepping down.
● Not crossing the end of the obstacle / marked line (if present).

Penalty for failure: 
● Retries allowed.
● Jumping jacks penalty for 30 seconds if unable to complete. 

The Rumble Fitness Balance Beams



POC: Strength

Start: By picking up the strap connected to the tyre
Finish: By returning to the same spot and placing the carry down

Aspects of successful completion:
● Drag the tyre to a marked point and return to where you came 

from.

What constitutes failure:
● Not dragging the tyre the required distance.
● Not dragging the tyre (e.g. carrying).

Penalty for failure: 
● N/A Mandatory Obstacle. Retries are allowed.

The Rumble Fitness Tyre Drag



POC: Agility
SOC: Coordination, balance  

Start: Climbing onto the obstacle
Finish: Climbing off the other side of the obstacle

Aspects of successful completion:
● Going over the obstacle as per directions.

What constitutes failure:
● Not going over the obstacle (e.g. around the side).

Penalty for failure: 
● N/A - mandatory obstacle (retries allowed).

The FitIQ Escalating Steps



POC: Agility
SOC: Coordination, balance, strength

Start: At the base of the “volcano”
Finish: By climbing down the opposing side

Aspects of successful completion:
● Traversing over both “volcanos” using the rope to assist climbing the 

obstacles

What constitutes failure:
● Not engaging the obstacle e.g. walking around
● Not climbing over the top of the “volcanos”

Penalty for failure: 
● N/A - mandatory obstacle (retries allowed).

Volcano Climb (14-17 only)



POC: Agility
SOC: Psychological, coordination

Start: On one side of tube crawls before the pond.
Finish: On the other side of the pond.

Aspects of successful completion:
● Crawl through the tubes.
● Wade through the pond from one end to the other.

What constitutes failure:
● Not going through the tubes.
● Not going through the pond.

Penalty for failure: 
● N/A - mandatory obstacle (retries allowed).

Sunken Pipes & Pond (14-17 only)



POC: Mobility 
SOC: Agility, psychological

Start: Climb up onto the net.
Finish: Climb down the straw bales on the other side.

Aspects of successful completion:
● Crawl over the net and climb down the straw bales on the other side.

What constitutes failure:
● Not completing the full net traverse.

Penalty for failure: 
● Retries allowed.
● Jumping jacks penalty for two minutes if unable to complete. 

Chinook Net



POC: Grip strength
SOC: Agility, Coordination

Start: Climb onto the obstacle from behind the marked line/tape, 
the obstacle starts when both feet leave the ground.
Finish: Hit the bell with a hand. 

Aspects of successful completion:
● Climbing onto the obstacle attachments and using feet 

and hands where required to complete the obstacle.

What constitutes failure:
● Starting with one or more feet over the marked line.
● Not hitting the bell at the end of the obstacle.
● Feet or other body part touching the floor before the bell 

is struck.

Penalty for failure: 
● Penalty loop.
● Junior athletes may retry the obstacle, but they must 

start behind any approaching junior athlete (if any) 
before restarting.

The Rumble Fitness Multi Rig



POC: Psychological
SOC: Cardiovascular endurance, agility 

Start: Climb up to the top of the slide
Finish: Climb out of the pond via the net

Aspects of successful completion:
● Climb up to the top of the slide, slide down and climb out of 

the pond on the other side.

What constitutes failure:
● Not going down the slide.
● Not wading through the pond and out the designated exit.

Penalty for failure: 
● Penalty loop if a junior athlete does not attempt the obstacle.

         Slide (14-17 only)



POC: Coordination

Start: On one side of the ditch.
Finish: On the other side of the ditch.

Aspects of successful completion:
● Running through the ditch following the designated course.

What constitutes failure:
● Not going through the ditch.

Penalty for failure: 
● N/A - mandatory obstacle (retries allowed).

Ditch Run



POC: Strength
SOC: Coordination, agility 

Start: By climbing onto the ladder wall
Finish: By climbing off of the ladder wall

Aspects of successful completion:
● Climb over the obstacle using the frame as required.

What constitutes failure:
● Not climbing over.

Penalty for failure: 
● Retries allowed.
● Jumping jacks penalty for 30 seconds if unable to complete. 

The Rumble Fitness Ladder Wall



POC: Coordination
SOC: Agility 

Start: On one side of the obstacle
Finish: By crawling through the other side

Aspects of successful completion:
● Navigating through the ‘spider’s web’ obstacle from one 

side to the other.

What constitutes failure:
● Climbing out of the ‘spider’s web’ 

Penalty for failure: 
● N/A - mandatory obstacle (retries allowed).

The Overload Run Spider’s Web



POC: Grip strength
SOC: Coordination, Agility

Start: After both feet leave the floor from behind the taped line and 
the obstacle is engaged
Finish: Hitting the bell at the end of the obstacle.

Aspects of successful completion:
● Traverse the obstacle using available attachments..

What constitutes failure:
● Starting with one or more feet over the marked line.
● Not hitting the bell at the end with a hand. 

Penalty for failure: 
● Penalty loop (completed after climbing over the P.T Barn 3ft 

wall). 
● Junior athletes may retry the obstacle, but they must start 

behind any approaching junior athlete (if any) before 
restarting.

The P.T Barn Low Rig



POC: Agility 
SOC: Strength 

If the low rig is failed, this obstacle is completed before completing the 
penalty loop.

Start: From one side of the metal wall.
Finish: On the other side of the metal.

Aspects of successful completion:
● Climbing up and over the 3ft wall.

What constitutes failure:
● Go under, or through, and not over the wall.

Penalty for failure: 
● N/A - mandatory obstacle (retries allowed).

The P.T Barn 3ft Wall



POC: Agility 

Start: On one side of the ditch 
Finish: On the other side of the ditch

Aspects of successful completion:
● Going from one side of the obstacle to the other, while engaging 

the obstacle and going through the mud.

What constitutes failure:
● Skirting around the obstacle.

Penalty for failure: 
● N/A - mandatory obstacle (retries allowed).

Muddy Ditch

GET PHOTO



POC: Strength
SOC: Agility, balance, psychological , coordination

Start: By climbing through the “squeeze” tunnel. 
Finish: By climbing out of the “squeeze” tunnel.

Aspects of successful completion:
● Travelling through the squeeze tunnel.
●

What constitutes failure:
● Not engaging the obstacle e.g. walking around the obstacle.

Penalty for failure: 
● N/A - mandatory obstacle (retries allowed)

Bale Squeeze



POC: Grip strength
SOC: Coordination

Start: After both feet leave the platform and the obstacle is engaged.
Finish: Hitting the bell at the end of the obstacle.

Aspects of successful completion:
● Traverse the obstacle using hand holds only without using feet.

What constitutes failure:
● Using feet on the obstacle.
● Starting with one or more feet over the marked line.
● Not hitting the bell at the end with a hand. 

Penalty for failure: 
● Penalty loop.
● Junior athletes may retry the obstacle, but they must start behind 

any approaching junior athlete (if any) before restarting.

Spartan Kids Multi Rig



POC: Agility
SOC: Speed, coordination, strength   

Start: Climbing onto the obstacle
Finish: Climbing off the other side of the obstacle

Aspects of successful completion:
● Going over the obstacle as per directions.

What constitutes failure:
● Not going over each obstacle (e.g. around the side).

Penalty for failure: 
● Retries allowed.
● Jumping jacks penalty for 30 seconds if unable to complete (per obstacle 

e.g. x3).

FitIQ Vault, 3ft Wall & Vault



POC: Agility

Start: At the beginning of the obstacle by crawling underneath.
Finish: By leaving the obstacle from under the wire.

Aspects of successful completion:
● Crawling the full length underneath the wire.

What constitutes failure:
● Not completing the full length of the crawl

Penalty for failure: 
● N/A - mandatory obstacle (retries allowed)

Barbed Wire crawl (AG14-17 only)



POC: Mobility

Start: Entering under the pipe.
Finish: Exit out of the pipe.

Aspects of successful completion:
● Climbing under the pipe tunnels
● Then following the course and climbing through the tunnel by 

pulling on the rope.

What constitutes failure:
● Not engaging the obstacle (e.g. walking around it)

Penalty for failure: 
● N/A - mandatory obstacle (retries allowed).

Pipe Crawl & Tunnel



POC: Mobility
SOC: Agility 

Start: Entering the crawl under the barrier.
Finish: Leaving the crawl under the barrier.

Aspects of successful completion:
● Following the course through the trench
● Climbing under the barrier and out of the obstacle.

What constitutes failure:
● Not engaging the obstacle (e.g. walking around it).

Penalty for failure: 
● N/A - mandatory obstacle (retries allowed).

Trench Foot



POC: Agility
SOC: Coordination

Start: By placing one foot onto the frame and leaving the ground
Finish: By climbing down and leaving the obstacle onto the straw bale 
and under the net.

Aspects of successful completion:
● Traversing over the timber ladder frame obstacle
● Climbing down and under the cargo net

What constitutes failure:
● Not engaging the obstacle e.g. walking around
● Not climbing over the top of the obstacle

Penalty for failure: 
● N/A - mandatory obstacle (retries allowed).

Timber Ladder Climb



POC: Mobility
SOC: Psychological

Start: Entering under the cargo net.
Finish: Leaving the tunnel.

Aspects of successful completion:
● Climbing under the cargo net.
● Climbing through the tunnel.

What constitutes failure:
● Not engaging the obstacle (e.g. walking around it)

Penalty for failure: 
● N/A - mandatory obstacle (retries allowed).

Cargo Crawl & Flooded Pipe Tunnel 



POC: Psychological 
SOC: Agility

Start: By jumping from the beginning of the fire.
Finish: Landing after the fire. 

Aspects of successful completion:
● Jumping from one side of the obstacle to the other.

What constitutes failure:
● Going around the obstacle without engaging it. 

Penalty for failure: 
● Jumping jacks penalty for 30 seconds if unable to complete. 

Fire Jump



POC: Psychological 
SOC: Agility, coordination 

Start: Climb under the cargo net
Finish: Leave the designated exit of the obstacle.

Aspects of successful completion:
● Crawl under the cargo neet and then enter the entrance to the 

obstacle underground, navigating through the maze of the 
obstacle to the exit.

What constitutes failure:
● Not completing the obstacle and going around it.
● Going backwards and coming back out the entrance of the 

obstacle.

Penalty for failure: 
● Jumping jacks penalty for 2 minutes if unable to 

attempt/complete the obstacle.

Net Crawl & Torture Chamber (14-17 only)

This obstacle is no longer on the 
British OCR Junior Championship course.



POC: Strength
SOC: Agility, balance, psychological , coordination

Start: By climbing onto the obstacle.
Finish: By climbing off the obstacle.

Aspects of successful completion:
● Climbing up and over the bale pyramid.

What constitutes failure:
● Not engaging the obstacle e.g. walking around the obstacle.
● Not climbing over the top of the obstacle

Penalty for failure: 
● Jumping jacks penalty for one minute if unable to complete the 

bale climb. 

Bale Pyramid



POC: Agility
SOC: Speed, coordination  

Start: Climbing onto the obstacle
Finish: Climbing to the top of the wall

Aspects of successful completion:
● Going over the obstacle as per directions.

What constitutes failure:
● Not climbing to the top of the wall.

Penalty for failure: 
● N/A - mandatory obstacle (retries allowed).

Bale & Wall Climb





POC/SOC Description Notes

Accuracy The ability to hit a target.

Agility The ability to change body position rapidly and accurately without losing balance.

Balance The ability to maintain a stable and specific orientation in relation to the immediate environment.

Cognition Mental processes such as memory or problem solving.

Coordination The ability to integrate the actions of different parts of the body to produce smooth, successful movements.

Cardiovascular 
endurance

Cardiovascular endurance is a measure of how well you can do exercises that involve your whole body at moderate to high 
intensity for an extended time.

Grip endurance The ability to sustain grip strength over a sustained period of time.

Grip strength Grip strength is a measure of muscular strength or the maximum force/tension generated by one's forearm muscles.

Mobility The ease with which an articulation, or series of articulations, is able to move before being restricted by surrounding 
structures.

Power The ability to exert a maximal force in as short a time as possible, as in accelerating, jumping and throwing implements or 
oneself.

Psychological The ability to possess the mental resilience or determination to overcome an obstacle or challenge, especially one which is 
likely to trigger a fear response- such as a deliberate jump from height or being fully immersed in water.

Speed The ability to move all or part of the body as quickly as possible.

Strength The ability of a muscle to exert force and overcome resistance.

Primary Obstacle Challenge (POC) / Secondary Obstacle Challenge (SOC) Appendix

An OCR Cross Country course must test at least 4 of the 8 of highlighted attributes.


